NASA

Spin Offs
Spin Offs

- General Aviation
- Military Aircraft
- Helicopter
- Commercial Jetliner
- Automotive
- Household
General Aviation

- Glass Cockpit
- Quite Jets
- Ice Detection
Military Aircraft

- Digital Fly-by-Wire
- Wind Tunnels
- Lightning Protection
- NASTRAN
• Rotor Research Programs
• Simulators
• Crashworthiness
Commercial Jetliner

- Facet – Future Air Traffic Management
- TMA- Traffic Management Advisor
- Surface Management Systems
Automovite

- Improved Radial Tires-longer tire wear
- Crash Dummies from Space
- Refrigerant Enhancer
Household

- Ingestible Toothpaste
- Portable X Ray
- Insulted Paint
Space

- NASA exist in General Aviation
- NASA exist in Military Aircraft
- NASA exist in Helicopters
- NASA exist in Commercial Jetliner
- NASA exist in Automotive
- NASA exist in Household